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Abstract
Understanding how a piece of data was produced, where it
was stored, and by whom it was accessed, is crucial infor-
mation in many processes. To understand the trace of data,
the provenance of that data can be recorded and analyzed.
But it is sometimes hard to understand this provenance in-
formation, especially for people who are not familiar with
software or computer science. To close this gap, we present
a visualization technique for data provenance using comics
strips. Each strip of the comic represents an activity of the
provenance graph, for example, using an app, storing or re-
trieving data on a cloud service, or generating a diagram.
The comic strips are generated automatically using recorded
provenance graphs. These provenance comics are intended
to enable people to understand the provenance of their data
and realize crucial points more easily.
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1. Introduction
In many applications, it is necessary to understand how a
piece of data has been produced or processed by the under-
lying process. Insights into the data processing are important
for gaining trust in the data; for example, trust in its quality,
its integrity, or trust that it has not unwantedly been accessed
by organizations. Especially, detecting and investigating pri-
vacy violations of personal data is a relevant issue for many
people and companies.
For example, the integrity and privacy of personal health
data is crucial. Health-related data should not be manipu-
lated, if doctors base a medical diagnosis on that data. Per-
sonal data from self-tracking should not be available to other
people or companies, as this might lead to commercial ex-
ploitation or even disadvantages for people. Such data is of-
ten generated by medical sensors or wearable devices, then
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processed and transmitted by smartphone and desktop ap-
plications, and finally stored and analyzed using services.
Following the trace of data through the various distributed
devices, apps, and services is not easy. Especially, people
who are not familiar with software or computer science are
often not able to understand where their data is stored and
accessed.
To understand the trace of data, the provenance of that
data can be recorded and analyzed. Provenance information
is represented by a directed acyclic property graph, which
is recorded during generation, manipulation, and transmis-
sion of data. The provenance can be analyzed using a variety
of graph analytics and visualization methods [10]. Present-
ing provenance to non-experts is an ongoing research topic
(“Provenance for people”). As a new presentation and vi-
sualization technique for provenance, we introduce prove-
nance comics:
• We explain the general idea of provenance comics for
visualizing provenance documents as a set of comic strips
representing single activities (Sect. 2).
• As a use case to show the feasibility, we describe a
specific visual mapping between the provenance of self-
tracking data [15, 16] and their graphical representations
in comics (Sect. 3).
• We briefly describe our prototype for automatically gen-
erating provenance comics from provenance documents
compliant with the PROV standard [12] (Sect. 4).
2. Provenance Comics
The basic idea of provenance comics is to present the prove-
nance information of data processes in a visual representa-
tion that people can understand without prior instruction or
training. A general advantage of comics over conventional
visualizations, such as node-link diagrams, is their familiar-
ity: Almost anyone has probably seen some comics in their
life. No training is required to read them, and they can trans-
port meaning with minimal textual annotation. They are easy
to interpret and not as strenuous to read as, for example, a
graph or a long paragraph of continuous text.
Data provenance has a temporal aspect: origin, manipula-
tion, transformation, and other activities happen sequentially
over time. The directed, acyclic provenance graph guaran-
Figure 1. Example: Comic depicting manual input of blood pressure values.
tees that, while moving through its nodes, one always moves
linearly forward or backward in time. It is therefore possible
to derive a temporal sequence of happenings from the graph
that can be narrated like a story.
We generate a comic strip for each basic activity in the
provenance data. Each strip consists of a varying number of
panels, which are small drawings that provide further details
about the activity (see Fig. 1 as an example for a single
comic strip). The comic strip for the earliest activity in the
provenance document is at the top, while the strip for the
newest, most recent activity is at the bottom. The complete
set of comic strips shows the “story” of the data. Of course,
when there are many activities, the collection of comic strips
could become quite large. In this case, one could choose
a subset of the provenance, containing only those activities
that are relevant in real use cases.
Some questions that the provenance comics should an-
swer and explain are When was data generated or changed?,
What software tools have been used?, or Where was the
user’s data stored? At this time, the comics do not contain
the actual data. They only visualize information contained
in the provenance of the user’s data. This might be extended
in the future by using (parts of the) data for representing the
real measurements, geographical coordinates, etc.
2.1 Visual Mapping
To generate the provenance comics for a certain use case,
one has to define a visual mapping that specifies how ele-
ments of the provenance are rendered within the comics. For
evaluation, we defined a consistent visual language for the
use case of self-tracking [18] (see Sect. 3). Such a visual
language allows to “translate” the provenance data into cor-
responding drawings. Generally speaking, the elements of
the PROV standard (Entity, Activity, Agent) maps onto three
distinctive features: shapes, colors, and icons or labels.
Shapes The Shapes represent PROV Agents and Entities
with easy-to-recognize and common pictograms. Agents of
type Person are represented by a human silhouette, Agents
of type SoftwareAgent by symbols for smartphones or com-
puters, and Agents of type Organization by office buildings.
Entities are represented by “standard” pictograms such as
folder icons or document icons.
We designed and selected shapes according to several cri-
teria. Most importantly, the shapes do not show much detail
or “fancy” decorations, which could cause distraction. In-
stead, they have a “flat” look without any textures, ornamen-
tal decorations, shadows, or three-dimensional elements.
Colors Different colors distinguish the Entities as well as
the different types of Agents. For example, per default Per-
sons use a light orange color, while SoftwareAgents have a
light blue and Organization agents a tan color. Entities are
always colored in a bright yellowy green. The selected col-
ors ensures that similar elements always use similar color
hues, yet remain well distinguishable even by people suf-
fering from different kinds of color-blindness (Protanopia,
Deuteranopia, Tritanopia, or Achromatopsia).
The distinctiveness between the colors of different object
types is not as important as that between colors of the same
types of objects. That is to say: Color is more important for
distinguishing two items that have the same shape than it is
for two items with different shapes.
Icons, Letters, and Labels All main actors (Entities or
Agents) in the comics carry some kind of symbol on them,
whether it be an icon, a single letter, or a whole word (Fig.2).
• Person agents wear the first letter of their name on the
chest.
• Organization agents display their name at the top of
the office building.
• SoftwareAgents show an application name on the
screen.
• Entities are marked by an icon representing the type of
data they contain.
Figure 2. Icons, letters, and labels for different shapes.
Element type Shape Example
Agent
type: Person human silhouette
Agent
type: SoftwareAgent
smartphone, computer, ...
(depending on the agents
”device” attribute)
Agent
type: Organization office building
Entity
file folder, document, chart, ...
(depending on the entitys
type attribute)
Activity-related objects
button, icon, ...
(depending on the activity’s name or
“role” attribute)
Table 1. Shapes defined for different types of PROV elements.
Captions and text Additional captions and text support
PROV activities. Most of the information should be con-
veyed by the graphics to provide an effortless “reading” ex-
perience. However, in certain cases, a few words are useful
to support the interpretation of symbols. For example, when
uploading or downloading data, the words “Uploading. . . ”
or “Downloading. . . ” are added below the cloud icon. These
short annotations take only little cognitive capacity to read,
but may greatly help understand certain icons.
3. Use Case: Self-Tracking
As a use case for evaluation and for performing a user study,
we have chosen self-tracking (“Quantified Self” [5, 7]). In
this field, data is often generated by medical sensors or wear-
able devices, then processed and transmitted by smartphone
and desktop applications, and finally stored and analyzed us-
ing services (e.g., web or cloud services operated by com-
mercial vendors). Integrity and privacy of this data is crucial,
since it should not be available to other people or companies,
as this might lead to commercial exploitation or even disad-
vantages for people.
For self-tracking, we use a provenance model that con-
sists of several sub-models for basic activities [15], such as
input data manually, get data from sensors, store, retrieve,
or synchronize data with cloud or web services, visualize
the data, etc. The provenance should be recorded automati-
cally, which can be quite complicated—especially for legacy
software—but many strategies and techniques have already
been developed [16].
For the self-tracking activities, we defined a visual map-
ping [17]. Table 1 gives an overview of the shapes we
selected to reflect the different types of elements in the
Quantified-Self PROV model [15]. Fig. 3 shows an exam-
ple of two comic strips that correspond to the provenance
graph in Fig. 4. The example contains the consecutive strips
for two user actions: downloading steps count data from a
cloud service to the user’s smart phone, and visualizing the
steps data in a line chart.
4. Implementation
For generating the comic strips, we developed the web ap-
plication PROV COMICS in JavaScript [19] (Fig. 5). This
web application fetches provenance documents directly from
a provenance store. The current prototype supports ProvS-
tore [9] using the ProvStore jQuery API1 to retrieve docu-
ments from the ProvStore for a certain user.
Within the provenance document, the script first looks
for activities to determine what kinds of panels need to be
displayed. If there is more than one activity, the correct order
can be derived from the activities’ timestamps.
As already mentioned earlier, activities will not be rep-
resented by a single graphic, but by a sequence of three to
five comic panels. Similar activities should be illustrated by
similar sets of panels, making use of recurring image com-
positions. For example, the activities Export, Aggregate, and
1 https://provenance.ecs.soton.ac.uk/store/help/api/
#jquery
Figure 3. Generated provenance comics strip for two consecutive user actions.
qs:bundle_request qs:bundle_vis
qs:user/Alice
prov:label Alice Wonder
prov:type "prov:Person" %% prov:QualiﬁedName qs:bundle_request
wasAttributedTo
prov:type "prov:Bundle" %% prov:QualiﬁedName
qs:bundle_vis
wasAttributedTo
prov:type "prov:Bundle" %% prov:QualiﬁedName
qs:request
used wasAssociatedWith
prov:startTime 2016-09-19T19:18:37+01:00
prov:endTime 2016-09-19T19:18:37+01:00
userdata:activities/steps
wasAttributedToqs:service/Fitbit
wasAttributedTo
prov:label steps
prov:type activities/steps
userdata:steps
wasAttributedTo
wasGeneratedBywasDerivedFrom
prov:label Steps
prov:type timeseries
qs:software/stepscompanion
actedOnBehalfOf
prov:label StepsCompanion
prov:type "prov:SoftwareAgent" %% prov:QualiﬁedName
qs:device smartphone
prov:label Fitbit
prov:type "prov:Organization" %% prov:QualiﬁedName
prov:time2016-09-19T19:18:37+01:00
prov:role downloading
prov:type qs:request
qs:visualize
userdata:steps
used wasAssociatedWithwasAssociatedWith
prov:startTime 2016-09-19T19:23:50+01:00
prov:endTime 2016-09-19T19:23:50+01:00
qs:graphic/Graphic
wasAttributedTo
wasDerivedFrom wasGeneratedBy
prov:label Graphic
prov:type linechart
prov:label steps
prov:type steps
qs:software/stepscompanion
actedOnBehalfOf
prov:label StepsCompanion
prov:type "prov:SoftwareAgent" %% prov:QualiﬁedName
qs:device smartphone
prov:role View graph
prov:type qs:visualize prov:time2016-09-19T19:23:50+01:00
Figure 4. Provenance graph of two user actions (see https://provenance.ecs.soton.ac.uk/store/documents/115642/)
Visualize are comparable since they all take one kind of data
and create a different kind of data from it.
After that, the script reads the attributes of involved
agents, entities, and relations to decide which graphics to
include in these panels. For example, the attributes indicate
whether to display a smartphone or a computer, a folder or a
single document, a steps icon or a weight icon, etc.
For generating the comics, the ProvComics.js script
defines three JavaScript prototypes (“classes”):
ProvComic serves as a frame to contain all comic pan-
els. It is also the general starting point for creating
a provenance Comic inside a given HTML element.
For example, if there is a <div id="comic"> tag in
the HTML, a new provenance comic may be started
within the div element by declaring var comic = new
ProvComic("#comic").
Panel represents a single comic panel and has all necessary
abilities to create any of the panels described in the con-
cept. For example, it provides functions to add captions,
Persons, SoftwareAgents, Organizations, different
types of entities, etc.
PanelGroup represents a predefined sequence of panels.
They make it easier to insert recurring panel sequences.
For example, it provides a function to add all panels
depicting a download Request at once.
Figure 5. Screenshot of the PROV COMICS web applica-
tion (http://www.struminski.de/provcomics/).
4.1 Reading Study
Using the genarated provenance comics, we conducted a
reading study [17, 18]. The study, involving ten test read-
ers, has shown that a non-expert audience is mostly able to
understand the provenance of Quantified-Self data through
provenance comics without any prior instruction or training.
The overall percentage of 77 % for findings verbalized by
participants is deemed a good result, given that the checklists
were very detailed and contained findings that some readers
probably omitted, because they seemed too obvious and self-
evident to them.
5. Related Work
For provenance visualization, most tools found in literature
visualize provenance graphs using ordinary node-link dia-
grams, or tree representations similar to node-link diagrams.
Provenance Map Orbiter [11], Provenance Browser [1], and
Provenance Explorer [8] are based upon node-link diagrams.
Large provenance graphs are then simplified by combining
or collapsing sub-nodes or hiding nodes that are not of in-
terest right now. The user can interactively explore the graph
by expanding or zooming into these nodes.
Other tools, such as VisTrails [3], use a tree representa-
tion similar to node-link diagrams. Visual clutter is reduced
by hiding certain nodes, limiting the depth of the tree, or dis-
playing only the nodes that are related to the selected node.
Probe-It! [6] and Cytoscape [4] basically display prove-
nance as ordinary graphs. However, Probe-It! does not only
show the provenance of data, but also the actual data that re-
sulted from process executions. In Cytoscape, users can cre-
ate their own visual styles, mapping certain data attributes
onto visual properties like color, size, transparency, or font
type.
There are some more related works, even though they
are not directly concerned with provenance visualization. A
non-visual approach to communicating provenance is natu-
ral language generation by Richardson and Moreau [14]. In
this case, PROV documents are translated into complete En-
glish sentences.
Quite similar to provenance comics are Graph Comics by
Bach et al. [2], which are used to visualize and communicate
changes in dynamic networks using comic strips.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
The goal of this work was to develop a self-explaining, easy-
to-understand visualization of data provenance that can be
understood by non-expert end users.
We created a concept that defines a consistent visual
language, which includes graphics for PROV elements such
as different agents and entities. Sequences of comic panels
represent different activities and the defined sequence of
symbols, icons, and panel in an exact and uniform manner
enables the automatic generation of comics.
As proof of concept, we devleoped a prototypical web-
site, which is able to automatically generate comics from
PROV documents compliant with the existing Quantified-
Self data model. The documents are loaded from the ProvS-
tore.
Future work will focus on graphical improvements. This
includes suggested improvement measures that resulted
from the reading study. Further future work will improve
some technical challenges, such as adding flexibilty for
adding or selecting icons and images for PROV elements or
deadling with uncomplete or very large provenance graphs.
A major step will be quantitative comics, which also show
actual measured values. For example, diagrams on depicted
devices could show real plots of health data, and single
comic panels may include real geographical information.
A useful improvement of the provenance comics would
be to make them application-generic to some extent, (i.e., not
restricted to the Quantified Self domain). We plan to explore
whether provenance comics might be useful for other appli-
cation domains, such as electronic laboratory notebooks [13]
or writing news stories in journalism.
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